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Godox Octa.
Softbox
• 120cm / 47.2in in diameter, inside
with reflect silver.
• Ultimate soften light stream and
remove shadow to make perfect
shooting.
• Comes with front translucent
cover that is sewn with Velcro
around the edge, great for
speedlite.
• Zippered design makes it easy to
install the soft box on the stand.
• Can be used with flashes and
some studio flash lights with
umbrella hole.
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Rectangular
Softbox 120
• A softbox is an enclosure around a
bulb comprising reflective side and
back walls and a diffusing material at
the front of the light.
• A soft box can be used with either flash
or continuous light sources such as
flourescent lamps or "hot lights" such
as quartz halogen bulbs or tungsten
bulbs. If soft box lights are used with
'hot' light sources, the user must be
sure the softbox is heat rated for the
wattage of the light it is attached to in
order to avoid fire hazard.
• The softbox offers soft accurate, even,
bright , smooth lights you need for
shooting a perfect image. Skin tone
come to be much alive and blemishes
fade away. Colors pop and your shots
can go to new levels or professionalism
with a good softbox.
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Rectangular
Softbox 60
Good for all types of photo work, the softbox renders a
soft, flattering quality of light with open shadows and
manageable contrast. The included fabric grid attaches
to the front of the softbox via touch-fasteners. The grid
provides directional control of the output, keeps light off
the background, and allows you to light specific areas of
your subject.
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3 Godox Dp400ii
Flash Head
The dp400ii flash head from godox is a full-featured 400ws monolight
with several professional and convenience features. The head has a
color temperature of 5600k, a recycle time of 0.3-1.2 SEC, and flash
durations from 1/800 to an actionstopping 1/2000 SEC. Power is
variable from 1/16 to full power, while the dp400ii's 150w modeling
can be set to a percentage or proportional to the flash power to
allow you to accurately preview your final shot. All of these functions
can not only be made manually on the unit, but also wirelessly via
the head's built-in wireless X system receiver. Remote operation
requires separate purchase of a transmitter. The xt16 and FT-16
remote controls provide wireless control of power, modeling light,
and ready beep signal. The dp400ii has a bowens front accessory
mount that makes it compatible not only with godox light shapers,
but with those made by the many manufacturers who use this mount.
With built-in Godox wireless X system, DPII-series studio flashes
offer build quality, fine control on flash power, and stable flash output.
Additionally, they fit a wide-range light shaping accessories in the
market.
Benefits
Built-in wireless system to control flash power, on/Off,
modeling lamp, and beep indicator (Requires optional transmitter)
1/16-1/1 flash power control. 150w modeling lamp bowens front
accessory mount anti preflash (For single preflash cameras)
Auto recovery of adjusted settings after restart
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Godox X2-F Ttl
Wireless Flash Trigger
• Compatible with Fuji TTL
• 2.4GHz TTL wireless transmission
• High Speed Sync up to 1/8000 sec
• 328.1' wireless range
• 5 groups, 32 channels
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Apple iMac
27-inch
Apple iMac MMQA2LL/A desktop is fast
and intuitive.
This Apple iMac desktop has a thin edged,
21.5inch, FHD screen.
The Apple iMac MMQA2LL/A Desktop del
vers an excellent userfriendly experience. It
is loaded with a powerful internal system
that comprises a 2.3GHz Dual-Core, Intel
i5 processor and 8GB RAM, which together
make the desktop perform each action at
breakneck speeds.
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Studio
Backdrops
This white, 10 x 20' Muslin Backdrop is an
ideal size for large products, full length
portraiture, and groups. It has two sewn
in channels that slide over the Photoflex
BackDrop Pole or other background
support system. Both sides are usable and
the muslin fabric is color-fast and can be
washed on gentle cycle.
Available in 3 colours
. Black
. White
. Green
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